T.C.A. DRIVE NETS $155.24 IN FIRST TWO DAYS

CONTINUES UNTIL FRIDAY

At the dinner given last Thursday in preparation for the T.C.A. drive, one hundred and twelve persons, or an average of $155.24 per person, this is considered has been less than last year, when the average con- version for each person present was four dollars and forty-five cents.

The activities of the T.C.A. and the foundations of the organization are as follows: Tech Cabin, $150; Employers, $150; Freshman Camp, $400; Contributions and Sales, $150; Game School, $60; Frosh Fund Board, $150; Book Exchange, $130; Room Registry and Information, $150; Fraternity Relations, $150; Church Relations, $75; Deputations, $75; Fraternity Cabin, $70; Temple, $100; Gilbert, $80; Sewall, $60; Young, $50; Roy, $40; Price, $40; Weigand, $30; Lyman, $30; Underhill, $30; Temple, $25; Butler, $20; Witham, $20; Wilson, $15; Ufunctions of the Faculty across the Charles in
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NEW MEN DISCARD REGULATIONS

Many freshmen are discarding regulations prescribed by freshman class rules.

Members will learn to sole at low price: May fly at Norwood.

Felting the urge to do his part, a group of the Freshman Rules Committee, a special flying team, have started a club who already have their private licenses and are now engaged in learning to fly, and after testing to fly a few times, the members of the committee have decided to form a flying club in which the members will work towards a mutual goal— their pilot's license.

The basis of the plan is an offer from Elmer W. Wiggins, V.P. of Wiggins Airways, of Providence, R.I., to train the members of the Freshman Rules committee. This committee has not received any statement as to whether or not it will take advantage of this offer.

TO STOP FLYING

Fliers are urged to attend.

The flying club has been taken over by the Freshman Rules Committee. The club has been formed in order to organize a flying club. It has been found that many Tech Cabin students are interested in learning to fly, and after testing to fly a few times, the members of the committee have decided to form a flying club in which the members will work towards a mutual goal— their pilot's license.

The basis of the plan is an offer from Elmer W. Wiggins, V.P. of Wiggins Airways, of Providence, R.I., to train the members of the Freshman Rules committee. This committee has not received any statement as to whether or not it will take advantage of this offer.
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The basis of the plan is an offer from Elmer W. Wiggins, V.P. of Wiggins Airways, of Providence, R.I., to train the members of the Freshman Rules committee. This committee has not received any statement as to whether or not it will take advantage of this offer.
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from it, and get it under way. It is time some of these inactivities clubs remains in cold storage from the summer, the members are individuals, will be increased in number this year depends on the 

C LASSES have been under way for five weeks now. Student work of the officers of the student organizations. For some clubs whether the lazy activities and clubs, if we can liken them to fifty or no activities and that do little or nothing for the diploma. Is it, not reason can there 

A GOLDEN CIRCLE OF MEMORIES

W HEN the four years at the Institute have come to a close a diploma is awarded as a symbol of scholastic attainment. Out of the one hundred and sixty-eight hours in the week only fifty or sixty are spent in preparation for the diploma. Is it not vital that we have some tokens of the many hours of relaxation and enjoyment? For four years a man lives, plays, and studies with friends he hopes that he will never lose or forget. There are innumerable 

W HITE clothes and waiters ... and already, Too, Walker talks on a new complexion in the evening with these innovations, and who can say us nay. Already, before the month is half over sixty are spent 

COLD STORAGE ACTIVITIES

C LASSES have been under way for five weeks now. Student activities and clubs have started their work for the year, but there remain some societies, clubs, and groups that have not begun their activities. Every year there is an outcry against societies that are too few or no activities and that do little or nothing except have their pictures in Techniquc. What reason can there be for the existence of these inactive activities is a question that arises yearly. Our hopes hang on the ability of some clubs we have given up hope for. Others we still have hopes of something being done and their taking their place among the undergraduates of this university in a way that is dignified; sympathy: heard one man make this statement yesterday afternoon, "Sunday evening I had the best meal I've ever had in Walker", and we believe he meant it too.

There has been a change in the Main Hall. Some men are taking advantage of the improvements and convenience of Walker, others will soon. We are going to try it at noon today ourselves.

ATTENTION, SENIORS
M. I. T. STANDARD RINGS

THREE SIZES

Plan orders for your class ring with Frank A. Chase. A complete line of rings at competitive prices.

November 1st, 2nd, and 3rd

DELIVERY DECEMBER 14TH TO 16TH

Manufactured exclusively by

BATES & KLINKE, Inc.

ATTRLEOOR, MASSACHUSETTS

FRANK A. CHACE
What is Cross Blending?

"Let's say you're painting clouds. You've got your primary colors here on the palette. But you haven't the clouds until you blend certain colors into the special tone you want.

"This is very much what happens in making a good cigarette. And I gather that what Chesterfield means by Cross-Blending is what an artist does with colors. Their Domestic and Turkish tobaccos — many varieties of each — are the primary colors. They blend and cross-blend these tobaccos until they get the special tone they want — in other words, the Chesterfield flavor.

"And just as each color you use acts on the others to change and enrich them, so each Chesterfield tobacco partakes of the fine qualities of every other. You "meld" different kinds to get a better kind, That's Cross-Blending!"

The TECH

WALKER CAFETERIA HAS BETTER DINING SERVICE

(Continued from page one)
been quite gratifying to me that we have obtained many helpful suggestions from the questionnaires and from personal observation," said Edward L. Krupell, S.J., chairman of the inquiry group, when interviewed yesterday. Dormitory questionnaires, numbering 180, have been collected and will be reviewed by committees. It is hoped that the findings of the cross-ratifications will be reported to the groups.

DISTINCTIVE DRESS CLOTHES FOR RENTAL

Meet Your Friends

THE ESPLANADE CAFETERIA

3 3 MASS. AVENUE, AT BEACON STREET

Students' Special Meal Coupon Books

$5.50 Worth for $5.00

An Arts

might explain it this way...

Cross Blended — that's why they're MILDER

that's why they TASTE BETTER

Cross Blended...
CALENDAR
Wednesday, November 2
4:30 P.M. — F.C.A. General Meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M. — Men's Basketball vs. Harvard, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
8:00 P.M. — Tau Beta Pi Smoker, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M. — T.C.A. Church Relations Meeting, Faculty Dining Room, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M. — Banjo Club Rehearsal, East Lounge, Walker Memorial.
5:00 P.M. — American Society of Steel Tasters' Dinner, Grill Room, Walker Memorial.
9:00 P.M. — Sophomore Dance, Main Hall, Walker Memorial.

THE TECH
Wednesday, November 2, 1932.

B. & S. S.
AYARK

HOTEL MIDWIFE
EGYPTIAN ROOM
GOES MODERN

Fifth Transformation—Better Than Ever
LEG ROYSAH presents HOWARD PHILLIPS
with the new Hotel Brunswick Orchestra and
famous radio singer in an entirely new setting

THE TECH

No raw tobaccos in Luckies
— that's why they're so mild

W E buy the finest, the very finest tobaccos in all the world—but that does not explain why folks everywhere regard Lucky Strike as the mildest cigarette. The fact is, we never overlook the truth that "Nature in the Raw is Seldom Mild"—so these fine tobaccos, after proper aging and mellowing, are then given the benefit of that Lucky Strike purifying process, described by the words—"It's toasted." That's why folks in every city, town and hamlet say that Luckies are such mild cigarettes.

"It's toasted"
That package of mild Luckies

Want Information On
"Wandering Greeks"
"Wandering Greeks," or men who belong to fraternities in other colleges which we have no chapters at the Institute, are requested to get their names on the bulletin boards throughout the Institute.

FIVE MANAGERS AND ATHLETE AWARDED

Letters Approved By Advisory Council At Meeting
The approval of awards to one athlete and five managers were the principal items of business transacted at the meeting of the Advisory Council on Athletics held last night.

Theodore Blinshbe, '34, was awarded a $100 scholarship for his performance at the spring interscholastic meet last year. Managerial awards were made to Charles Wood, '30, footsloger; Robert Shankard, '35, wrestling; Francis Doyle, '33, equal, basketball; Walter Donnen, '31, second, and Calvin Mohe, '33, gymn team.

Corp XV Speaker To Discuss Job Hunting
E. C. Johnson, former chairman of the Boston Unemployment Campaign, talked of the various fields of industry that appear to be of most promise for future employment. Mr. C. C. Johnson, former chairman of the Boston Unemployment Campaign, will be the guest speaker at the first dinner meeting of Corp, XV on November 6 in the Hotel of the Boston Continental. Mr. Johnson's topic is "If I Were Looking for a Job in June 1933."

Since the topic is a timely one and since Mr. Johnson's experience has particularly qualified him to describe the lines of bugling offering work and how to approach such companies, the address is of especial interest to all who will be seeking employment in the next six or seven. Invitations to attend the meeting is extended to everyone interested. Emphases is placed on the fact that all meetings this year are open to the members of every class and to the members of the instructing staff.

At the dinner next Tuesday election returns will be announced. A membership drive starts today, and the annual Stock Contest of the University Club.

The swimming practice will officially begin under way at the University Club pool in Boston this afternoon at 6 o'clock. The twenty-five freshmen who substituted this sport for physical training are especially urged to get under way at the regular Walker gym classes. Three practices a week are the requirement for a passing grade in P.E.

Varsity candidates are also urged to report early to the pool, which is located at Stuart Street and Trinity Place in Boston. Diving candidates for the varisty will be especially welcomed, since Lynke, last year's star performer, and the only good diver on the squad, has graduated. The coach are Max Unnereer, varsity, and Richard H. Skinner, '21, freshman.

Harvard-Army Night
Rudy Vailee —on and his CONNECTICUT YANKEES
Statler Hotel — Imperial Ballroom
Subscription $5.00 the couple
Tax included
Dancing begins at 8 P.M.